
Matrix™ System 

Item# 100: MatrixButtons (Bag of 72) 
                  
Item# 101: MatrixTemp Shade A1/B1: 
50ml  Cartridge with 10 Mixing Tips 

Item# 102: MatrixTemp Shade A2: 
50ml  Cartridge with 10 Mixing Tips 

Item# 103: MatrixTemp Shade A3: 
50ml  Cartridge with 10 Mixing Tips 

Item# 150: Separating Medium Liquid 
(0.5 oz.) (Recommended if using Powder/
Liquid acrylics) 
                
               

P.O. Box 415  Lake Orion, MI  48361 
CALL: 800-388-6319

Here is what Opinion Leaders say:

“These buttons are just plain easy. I use them for single 
crowns and longer spans, with Luxatemp, Protemp and 
the MatrixTemp. My assistant just uses a hot cup of 
microwaved water and we get plenty of working time.  
With cold water for air-spray, they turn opaque and rigid 
in seconds and they take up very little space, so I can 
easily save them, if needed”. 
Brian Gray, DMD,   Washington, DC 

“These work well, and while I’m not sure I save a lot of 
time, compared with the standard PVS technique, I 
know I save on overall cost. I have sufficient working 
time, and get a detailed matrix for the provisional. I 
recommend it.”  
Gregori Kurtzman, DDS, MAGD, FACD Silver Spring, MatrixButtons & MatrixTemp

“These are so easy to use, with ample working time, 
and I am able to achieve good margins and occlusion 
with the provisionals made using this thermoplastic 
matrix system.  I would recommend them to my 
colleagues.” 
Ian Shuman, DDS, MAGD, AFAAID  Pasadena, MD 

“The thermoplastic MatrixButton is a material that can 
be used easily for single or, by combining multiple 
buttons, multiple crown and bridge provisionals. This is 
a low-cost, easy-to-use material that I can simply heat 
in a hot water bath or a ceramic coffee mug in the 
microwave while I’m waiting on anesthesia.” (excerpted 
from AGD Impact, March 2018). 
Howard S. Glazer, DDS, FAGD   Ft Lee, NJ 

http://advantagedentalinc.com/index.html

“I’ve been using the buttons for over 10 years. Because 
they are rigid, I get good margins: quick and easy - to 
-use.  I have plenty of working time, using my everyday 
water bath. I use these in many of the courses I teach.”” 
Bruce Crispin, DDS, MS   Los Angeles, CA 

"This is a very innovative, accurate and simplistic 
product/technique that saves me more than 40% in 
time, with a simple learning curve; a paradigm shift from 
traditional pre-op matrix impressions.”   
Frank Milnar, DDS, AAACD St Paul, MN 

“A simple and very economical technique. We heat a cup 
of water with our “quick-hot” tap, and once we got the 
heating time right, we had plenty of working time, and got 
a good result with the temporary materials I was already 
using. They may not save me much time, but they sure 
save money on materials. I can recommend these for 
single crowns and longer spans.” 
Troy Schmedding, DDS, Walnut Creek, CA
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The Permanent  
Solution to Temporaries

http://advantagedentalinc.com/index.html


Custom temporaries have never been quicker….or easier!

From This…… Clinical Technique

Cost of Materials 
Price = $ per ML*

These products are very fast, easy, accurate and cost-effective. MatrixButtons have no gag, odor or taste issues.                              
The impression is small, stable and can be saved to make a new temporary, in the rare event of fracture or loss of the original. 
When hardened, the matrix is flexible enough to be removed without distortion, and rigid enough to contain the material and drive 
deep margins.

* Luxatemp and Protemp are not products of Advantage Dental Products, Inc.  
Prices from Henry Schein Catalog, July 1 2019.

6 Additional Uses For MatrixButtons: 

1. Isolate sensitive teeth while operating in another area 
2. Anterior anti-bruxing device to offset clenching & grinding 
3. Block out of the space for the pontic 
4. Bite registrations 
5. Implant shims to guide placement 
6. Border molding trays for denture impressions 

Perfect for making temps with our MatrixButtons

Save Time. Save Materials. Save Money.

Additional Advantages of MatrixTemp: 

• Superb strength and fracture resistance 
• Extended rubber-setting phase allows removal from inter- 

proximal undercuts 
• Thicker thixotropic consistency allows easy mixing and           

placement, with or without the mixing tip. No Dripping! 
• This viscosity drives SHARP, CLEAR MARGINS 
• No exothermic heat 
• Available in shades A1/B1, A2 and A3

The simplest way to make custom impressions.

You can be in and OUT in 95 SECONDS! 

• Simply soften a button (or two) in hot water 
• Form it around the tooth or teeth to be prepped 
• Blow air to harden 
• Then remove. Your impression/matrix is ready!

MatrixTemp is a 1:1 auto-mix product used in the standard “gun”. It can also be extruded and hand-mixed and placed. The higher 
viscosity may require more “grip” than some other brands, but the clinical results are worth it……Read on!

……….…to THIS in 95 Seconds!

When the MatrixButtons are submerged in hot water- at ~1600 ;about the temperature of a hot cup of coffee- they will go from opaque 
white to transparent, and it is then ready! 
It takes only a few seconds to position it with the fingers, and seconds more to cool it back to white for removal. 

All this takes less than the time VPS requires to cure!

The cost of a MatrixButton is $0.72……. LESS THAN THE PRICE OF 1 VPS MIXING TIP*! 

Compare that with the cost of an alginate impression or a Vinyl Polysiloxane impression. PLUS….. 
• NO Mixing! 
• NO Trays! 
• NO Clean-up!  

How much is your time worth? 

Pre-preparation operative field Cup of “instant-hot” tap water, or 
water from the microwave

Matrix removed after cooling

Placement of the button over the 
prepared tooth, or abutment teeth. 
SPRAY WITH COLD AIR

Crown preparation/reduction Loading of MatrixTemp into the matrix Insertion of the filled matrix

Matrix with temporary crown removed Removal of temporary crown from 
matrix, after fully set

Removal/trimming of any flash, 
finishing. NO Polishing Necessary

Seating of the temporary crown,-
adjustments, if any

CLEAR Button removed after heating

Video
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Sells for 44% less than Luxatemp® and / or Protemp®*

$

Heat Button with tepid water:

60 Sec. in microwave*

Form 
Button

10 Sec

Remove

5 Sec.

Air-
Cool


20 Sec.
ONLY 95 

SECONDS!

MATRIXBUTTON™ 
Shown Actual Size

*Microwave oven energy varies. 


